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Abstract: The urban environment has a great impact on the wellbeing of citizens and it is of great
significance to understand how citizens perceive and evaluate places in a large scale urban region
and to provide scientific evidence to support human-centered urban planning with a better urban
environment. Existing studies for assessing urban perception have primarily relied on low efficiency
methods, which also result in low evaluation accuracy. Furthermore, there lacks a sophisticated
understanding on how to correlate the urban perception with the built environment and other
socio-economic data, which limits their applications in supporting urban planning. In this study,
a new data-enabled intelligence framework for evaluating human perceptions of urban space is
proposed. Specifically, a novel classification-then-regression strategy based on a deep convolutional
neural network and a random-forest algorithm is proposed. The proposed approach has been applied
to evaluate the perceptions of Beijing and Chengdu against six perceptual criteria. Meanwhile,
multi-source data were employed to investigate the associations between human perceptions and
the indicators for the built environment and socio-economic data including visual elements, facility
attributes and socio-economic indicators. Experimental results show that the proposed framework
can effectively evaluate urban perceptions. The associations between urban perceptions and the
visual elements, facility attributes and a socio-economic dimension have also been identified, which
can provide substantial inputs to guide the urban planning for a better urban space.
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The wellbeing of humans, a sense of community and a sense of place are important
attributes that influence social sustainability [1,2]. Meanwhile, human wellbeing and
behaviors are affected by the built environment and sense of place [3–5]. Urban space
perception, by gathering holistic knowledge about the people’s real experience of the urban
environment, is of great significance for researchers, urban planners and decision makers
to improve the built environment, so as to further enhance the wellbeing of citizens. Thus,
research on urban space perception provides a promising way to uncover the psychological
feelings perceived by humans towards the urban built environment and gives more scientific clues for urban planners by answering what and how to improve the built environment
for urban planning or renewal.
The scale of expansion and the built environment of cities changes rapidly. Learning
how to gather visual information of an urban space that affects people’s real experience
cost-effectively has long been a challenging but key role in the related fields [6–8]. Conventionally, the primary approach is by sending human auditors to the field to observe and
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record the urban built environment [9], such as field surveys and questionnaires. It is labor
intensive, costly, time-consuming and difficult to assess human perceptions, especially in a
large scale urban region using traditional methods, due to their limitations of small sample
size and the low throughput of data generation [2,10–14].
The emergence of multi-sources of data developed in recent years has generated a
variety of geospatial data. The publicly available street view imagery data with geographic
location information is one of the most popular sources for data on urban public spaces,
containing abundant visual features that can effectively reflect a natural scene of an urban
environment and covers a wide urban area [15,16]. The imagery data provides an efficient
means for the analysis of visual elements and physical appearance at a city scale. The fast
development of computer vision, on the other hand, has attracted much attention and
achieved a great success in obtaining the visual information of the urban appearance at
a large scale when it is combined with street-view imagery [17–28]. Although the above
work has made great progress in the evaluation of urban space, the performance of their
methods in terms of accuracy and the level of supported analysis are still very limited,
which hindles the accuracy and comprehension to understand the human perception of
urban space. On the one hand, inefficient methods may lead to inaccuracy in predicting
the real experience of human perception of urban regions. On the other hand, current
research is limited to the use of single street view image data to assess urban perception;
the value of city scale data has yet to be fully explored, which can provide clues for urban
planners to understand how people perceive urban regions comprehensively, e.g., how
human perception is associated with the urban space, from the perspective of physical and
socio-economic aspects.
In this study, a new data-enabled intelligence framework is developed to understand
human perception of public spaces from multiple perspectives based on multi-source big
data and deep learning techniques. We introduced a pipeline that starts with a classification
model to extract high-level visual information followed by a regression model to evaluate
human perceptions based on street view imagery. We took Beijing and Chengdu as our
case study areas to predict human perceptions against six perceptual criteria—beautiful,
boring, depressing, lively, safe and wealthy—which follow the definitions of the perceptual
dimensions in the research of the MIT Place Pulse dataset [17]. Finally, we linked the human
perceptions with physical aspects, in terms of visual elements and points-of-interest (POI)
and socio-economic aspects, in terms of housing price, to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed multi-dimensional method and explore the influence of the factors on
urban environment. The experimental results and case studies show that the proposed
work has the capability and potential to inform the city design on the optimised elements
to consider, to improve the urban environment for human-centered urban planning and
further promote social sustainability.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1)

(2)

(3)

A novel classification-then-regression strategy has been proposed to convert the perceptual task into a classification task. This can mitigate the uncertainty of human
perceptual evaluation and revert to the regression task to obtain the continuous perception values. The experimental results show that our method has better performance
in evaluating human perceptions of urban regions.
We constructed a full-coverage spatial distribution map of human perceptions for
the selected areas of Beijing and Chengdu using the proposed framework. These
maps provide opportunities to comprehensively analyze the human perceptions of
a city at the city scale and provide location-based data support for further urban
environment optimization.
We employed street view imagery as the proxy for the urban physical environment
and took Beijing and Chengdu as study areas to evaluate their physical environment
using the matrix of physical aspects, including visual elements and facility attributes
and socio-economic aspects of housing price to correlate them with human perceptions. The detailed results of mapping multi-dimensional factors to perceptual criteria
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in our research can provide scientific support for exploring the significant impact
factors on urban planning optimization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related
work; Section 3 describes the four data sources used in this work; Section 4 gives details of
the proposed framework; Section 5 presents the results of the proposed framework and the
findings; Section 6 concludes the paper with remarks of the significance and limitations of
this study.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Measuring Human Perceptions of Place
During the past few decades, it has been a widely-held belief of urban planners,
decision makers and sociologists that the behavior and health of urban residents are
affected by the physical appearance and perception of the city [3–5,29,30]. The connections
between human perceptions and the environment have been discussed in various research
fields, e.g., neuroscience [31], urban planning [7] and environmental psychology [32].
Measuring human perceptions of urban space has been receiving increased attention in
the research field of urban planning. Previous studies have been conducted using lowthroughput surveys, such as audits, interviews, on-site observations and questionnaires, to
perceive built environment from certain evaluative dimensions. For instance, volunteers
were invited to rate the physical setting of a place by 10 scales [33–35]. Yıldız et al. [2]
utilized a survey among people who previously worked in urban renewal projects to
explore which design elements should be considered to improve the social sustainability of
urban renewal projects. Due to the labor-demanding nature of the low-throughput surveys
to assess the human sense of places, especially when the target area is a arge scale urban
region, how to automate the urban perception evaluation process and boost work efficiency
is a challenging but rewarding task in related fields.
2.2. Application of Street View Imagery to Evaluate Urban Space
In recent years, the advancement of map services has produced numerous panoramic
imagery taken from the urban environment [36]. Its emergence has resulted in some relevant geo-tagged datasets released and widely used in various research works. Salesses et al.
collected a massive number of street view images at a city scale to gather human perception
of images. The dataset was released as Place Pulse 1.0 dataset [24]. Based on Salesses’s
work, Dubey et al. extended the study area to a global scale and the perceptual attribute to
multi-dimensions and an upgraded urban perception dataset was publicly released, termed
as the Place Pulse 2.0 dataset [17]. The Place Pulse 2.0 dataset is, to date, the best general
dataset covering the worldwide area, which collected a massive amount of human perceptual responses of images by crowd-sourcing, where 81,630 people are included in the survey
to mark score of the image at different criteria, and this makes it a perfect training dataset
for research. Researchers have conducted follow-up research analyzing human perceptions
of the urban environment based on the provided datasets [17,20–26]. Specifically, Naik et al.
exploited computer vision techniques to analyze street safety and measure the quality of
urban appearance and explored urban appearance change to reveal the predictors of physical urban change by using street view images [20,21,37]. Seiferling et al. [38] combined
computer vision and street view imagery to quantify and map urban trees. Liu et al. [18]
proposed a computer vision method including three machine learning models, to use street
view images to evaluate the urban environmental quality from the architectural level on a
large scale. Liu et al. [19] proposed a deep learning approach to estimate the street quality
score. Zhang et al. [26] investigated a data-driven machine learning approach to measure
how people perceive the urban region. Yao et al. [39] established a human–machine adversarial scoring framework that combines semantic segmentation and iterative feedback
to learn the scoring features of humans on street view images to recommend scoring for
urban perception. Zhang et al. [27] demonstrated the potential usage of street view images
in uncovering Spatio-temporal urban mobility patterns. Wang et al. [28] combined street
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view images and deep learning technique to assess perceptions of the built environment
and health outcomes for ageing populations in Beijing.
The aforementioned work have made great progress for urban space evaluation.
However, there still exist many limitations to a certain extent. The Place Pulse 2.0 dataset
proposed by Dubey et al. only gives the score of the image without further correlation
with other city data due to the need of crowd-sourcing for new data. The approach for
urban physical environment analysis developed by Naik et al. has limitation to only
extract low or mid-level image features including color Histograms, Gist, HOG2x2 and
Dense SIFT [20,21,37]. Liu et al. [18] evaluated the qualities of urban appearance using
machine learning, but it was limited to architectural level analysis. Liu et al. [19] used deep
learning to estimate street space quality based on three quantitative indices (i.e., cleanliness,
comfort and traffic) they defined and labelled themselves; there may be a gap between
their opinions and the public’s preference. Zhang et al. [26] employed street view image
as a proxy for the urban environment to evaluate human perceptions of a city by using a
deep convolutional neural network (DCNN), but they only used the positive confidence
of a binary classification model as the perception scores, without proving the consistency
between their results with the ground truth. Furthermore, few studies have explored
which elements affect human perception of urban space, such as which visual element is
important in promoting “beautiful” perception and which infrastructure contributes to
“lively” perception.
In this study, we employed DCNN to extract the high-dimensional deep feature of each
street view image to solve the limitions in low/mid-features of Naik’s research [20,21,37].
Meanwhile, street view images with multiple orientations were captured to evaluate urban
perception with a more diverse appearance scale but not limited to the architectural level
analysis. Moreover, a classification-then-regression strategy was used for training our
models, which can mitigate the uncertainty of human perceptual evaluation and allow
the comparison between the predicted human perceptions and the ground truth based
on crowd-sourcing dataset from 81,630 surveys. Using this, our models achieved better
accuracy than Zhang’s framework [26]. Finally, given the limitation that the above research
did not explore the effects of multi-dimensional factors on urban perceptions, multiple
data sources in case study areas were used to explore the associations of multi-factors to
urban perceptions in this study and demonstrated an efficient way to comprehensively
analyze the human perceptions of cities at city scale for further optimization.
3. Data Sources and Case Study Areas
In order to better evaluate urban space perception, the MIT Place Pulse 2.0 dataset,
which contains the human perception of cities against six perceptual criteria, was leveraged
as clues to explore the links between natural scene and human perceptions and was
applied for the training of the proposed DCNN based model. To show the quality of such
an application of our models in predicting human perception, Beijing and Chengdu were
selected as case study areas. The Tencent street view images, which provide abundant
visual information of the static physical structures of urban appearance on almost every
corner of urban streets, were employed as a proxy for the urban environment of case
study areas. To further research the links of city scale data to urban perceptions, two
well-recognized data sources were also employed. The POI data indicating the location and
attribution information of the functional facilities in urban space and the level of functional
facilities closely related to the human perceptions of urban space, are employed to explore
the associations between facility attributes and human perceptions. The housing price
data play a very important role in economics at both the macro and micro scales in cities,
which was used to analyze the association between the socio-economic indicator and urban
perceptions. We will describe the data sources in detail in the following sections.
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3.1. MIT Place Pulse 2.0 Dataset
The Place Pulse 2.0 dataset proposed by the Collective Learning group of the MIT
Media Lab (https://www.media.mit.edu/projects/place-pulse/overview/, accessed on
16 March 2020), a crowd-sourced dataset of perceptual attributes of urban appearance for
street view images, contains 110,988 images captured between 2007 and 2012 and sampled
across 56 major cities from 28 countries spread across all six inhabited continents, which
includes data from Hong Kong and Macao in the Chinese regions. [17]. In the literature [17],
their main contribution is the introduction of the crowd-sourcing dataset and the use of
deep learning to predict human judgments of pairwise image comparisons and calculated
the final perception score for a single image. Although the need for crowd-sourcing for
obtaining new data in target cities makes it less efficient, the global coverage of the dataset
makes it a perfect option to train a learning-based approach for urban perception. Based
on Dubey’s work, we employed the Place Pulse 2.0 dataset as the proxy and sampled it
to formulate our datasets for evaluating urban perception. Furthermore, we also used
multi-sources data to mine the links of city scale data to urban perception.
In the Place Pulse 2.0 dataset, human perceptual responses of urban physical environment were collected via crowd-sourcing using a website by showing a randomly chosen
pair of images from one city side-by-side to participants and asked them to choose one
of the images as the answer to one of six relative perceptual judgment questions. Studies have shown that gathering relative comparisons is a more efficient and accurate way
of obtaining human perceptions as compared to obtaining numerical scores from each
user [17]. Consequently, the study had collected 1,169,078 pairwise comparisons from
81,630 participants between May 2013 and February 2016 [17].
Perception scores of each image are assigned by using the results of the pairwise
comparisons. For each pairwise comparison, the authors provide their results—the left or
right image wins or the two tie. Mainly, two methods are adopted to convert the pair-to-pair
comparison of images into perceptual rating scores in previous studies. Dubey et al. [17],
Naik et al. [21], Kiapour et al. [40], Jou et al. [41] and Sartori et al. [42] obtained perception
scores based on the Microsoft TrueSkill algorithm [43]. Alternatively, Salesses et al. [24],
Ordonez and Berg [22] and Zhang et al. [25,26] achieved this by adopting a statistical
method similar to the concept of “strength of schedule” [44] in sports matches. The latter
approach was used as the basis for calculating the perception scores in our research. We
define the win (Wi,u ) and loss (Li,u ) frequencies of image i for a perceptual attribute u as:
Wi,u =

wi,u
wi,u + li,u + ti,u

(1)

Li,u =

li,u
wi,u + li,u + ti,u

(2)

where wi,u , li,u , ti,u represent the counts of image i won, lost, or tied in the comparisons,
respectively. As a result, the perceptual rating score (Qi,u ) of each image i with respect to
perceptual indicator u can be defined as:

Qi,u



nw
nl
10 
1 i
1 i
=
Wi,u + w ∑ Wk1 u − l ∑ Lk2 u + 1
3
n i k =1
n i k 2 =1
1

(3)

where niw and nil denote the total number of images i won and lost, respectively. The ranked
score Qi,u is simply corrected by taking into account the ranked situation of these images
that image i is compared with. Without losing generality, we rescale the perceptual score to
a range between 0 and 10 (inclusive), i.e., adding an offset value 1 to obtain the minimum
perceptual score of 0 and a multiplier 10/3 to ensure the maximum perceptual score is 10.
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3.2. Street View Images of Case Study Areas
The street view images of study areas were obtained from Tencent Maps (https:
//map.qq.com/, accessed on 8 April 2020), one of the largest online map service providers
in China [45]. Developers could collect street view images along urban streets using
application programming interfaces (APIs) provided by Tencent Maps. The location
information we need to provide for the samples includes the longitude and latitude, which
can be generated from the road network data on OpenStreetMap.org. In this study, we
captured street view images at four orientations (0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees) at an interval
of 100 m along urban streets to depict the real urban environment. The two case study
areas are Beijing and Chengdu, which are both regarded as among the most important
cities in China. Beijing, as the capital and the political and cultural center of China, is a
famous ancient capital and a modern international city. Chengdu, as an important central
city of Western China, as well as China’s trade and logistics center and comprehensive
transportation hub, is one of the most rapidly developing cities in China. We focused on
the areas within the 5th ring road of Beijing and within the beltway of Chengdu, which
cover most of their built-up areas. We collected 204,040 street view images for Beijing and
223,108 street view images for Chengdu. Figure 1 shows the case study areas and Tencent
street view image samples in this study.

Figure 1. Street view image samples of the case study areas.

3.3. Point-of-Interest Data
POI is a term in geographic information system, which indicates all geographic objects
with location and attribution information of the functional facilities in urban space, such as
gas stations, hospitals, supermarkets and schools [46]. As a type of non-visual data, POI can
accurately locate the functional facilities in urban space and contain detailed information,
such as name, category, coordinate and classification of the specific facilities, which are
important geospatial data and represent the distribution of functional facilities in urban
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regions. Intuitively, the POI data are correlated with the perception of public spaces, e.g., a
higher level of “Public Facility” tends to mean livelier in public spaces. In this study, we
requested the POI data via an API provided by Amap (https://www.amap.com/, accessed
on 8 April 2020), whose map coverage and POI data are in the leading position in China,
ensuring the comprehensiveness and accuracy of the POI data we used. Specifically, to
explore the relationship between various types of POI and human perceptions, we obtained
the POI data associated with the selected case study areas and the geographical location,
i.e., the latitude and longitude, allowing us to calculate the distribution of POI on each
street so as to combine the POI data with human perceptions of each street in the case
study areas. Consequently, we attained 442,306 points, which belong to 21 types and lists
in Table 1.
Table 1. POI category taxonomy.
Code

POI Category

Code

POI Category

1
2

Auto Service
Auto Dealer

12
13

3

Auto Repair

14

4

Motorcycle Service

15

5

Food & Beverage

16

6

Shopping

17

7

Daily Life Service

18

8

Sports & Recreation

19

9

Medical Service
Accommodation
Service
Road Furniture

20

Tourist Attraction
Commercial House
Governmental
Organization & Social
Group
Science/Culture &
Education Service
Transportation
Service
Finance & Insurance
Service
Enterprises
Place Name &
Address
Public Facility

21

Pass Facility

10
11

3.4. Housing Price Data
Housing prices in cities play a very important role in economics at both the macro
and micro scales, such as gross domestic product (GDP) and household housing and nonhousing markets [47], which is an important socio-economic indicator and can inevitably
be influenced by the public appearance of the local area. Consequently, to explore the
relationship between urban perception and socio-economic dimensions, we employed
the housing price data as a socio-economic indicator. According to the Anjuke (https:
//www.anjuke.com/, accessed on 15 June 2020) housing price data, which includes data on
new housing prices and resale housing prices, the resale housing transaction volume forms
the main part of the urban housing transaction volume. Hence, we chose the transaction
price of resale housing to establish our housing price dataset as a better representation
of the actual situation of urban housing prices. Specifically, to explore the association
between housing prices and human perceptions, we obtained the housing prices of the
main administrative districts in Chengdu.
4. Methods
4.1. The Proposed Data-Enabled Intelligence Framework
Figure 2 shows the system architecture of the proposed data-enabled intelligence
framework. The framework contains two phases: (1) model training and application using
deep learning and (2) linking multi-dimensional factors to perceptual criteria.
(1)

Modeling human perception using deep learning:
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Figure 2. The proposed data-enabled intelligence framework for measuring and analyzing human perception of urban regions.

To evaluate the human perception of urban space, a classification-then-regression
strategy was introduced to train our models from six perceptual dimensions, namely,
beautiful, boring, depressing, lively, safe and wealthy. The uncertainty and instability of
human perceptual evaluation exist due to the subjective nature of human opinions, it is
more practical to convert the perceptual task to a classification task and then revert to the
regression task to obtain the continuous perception value. For each perceptual dimension,
there are four sub-steps:
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

(2)

Obtaining the label of the Place Pulse dataset according to the ranking algorithm
mentioned in Section 3.1 and discretizing the data and label of the Place Pulse dataset
into multiple levels and each level is considered as a category.
In the classification task, a DCNN was employed to extract the high-dimensional
spatial–visual features in each street view image from our datasets obtained from
the previous step and that is then passed to a softmax function for computing the
probability of each class.
In the regression task, the probability vectors that the DCNN model output are fed
into the regression algorithm as input features to evaluate the perceptual value.
The trained models are used to predict human perceptions in the new urban region
against six perceptual attributes separately by employing Tencent street view imagery
as the proxy for the urban visual environment.
Linking multi-dimensional factors to perceptual criteria:

To explore the associations between multi-dimensional city factors with urban perceptions, multi-source data are employed for experimental analysis. The phase includes three
procedural components:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Linking the objective environment in the visual experience to perceptual criteria, we
utilized multiple linear regression analysis to analyze the dependence between visual
elements and human perceptions, where the visual elements are extracted from street
view images by using image segmentation technique and the perceptual scores are
assessed by our models.
Linking the functional facilities in the public space to perceptual criteria, we used multiple linear regression analysis to explore the associations between facility attributes
and human perceptions, where the facility attributes are obtained from POI data.
We extended the spatial scale of human perception to the district level. We utilize the
housing price data as a socio-economic indicator to explore the links between the socioeconomic indicator and the urban physical environment in this study. Consequently,
the analyses results can be applied to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method
from a multi-aspect; meanwhile, the urban perception can be thoroughly analyzed in
multiple aspects.

4.2. Modeling Human Perception Using Deep Learning
The human perception measurement can be simulated by using artificial “eyes” and
“brain” [23]. In our study, we model human perception by computer vision as “eyes” and
machine learning as “brain” from six perceptual dimensions based on the classification-thenregression strategy. Figure 3 shows the system architecture of human perceptions modeling.

Figure 3. The system architecture of human perceptions modeling.
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The processing pipeline starts with the classification task to output the probability
vector, then the softmax output, which can be interpreted as model confidence, followed
by the quantification of human perception via a probabilistic inference to transform it into
a regression task. Specifically, DCNNs are very similar to human visual systems: they
both use restricted receptive fields and a hierarchy of layers that progressively extract
more and more abstracted features [48]. This motivated us to employ InceptionV3 [49],
a well-constructed DCNN network, as a model in the classification task to simulate the
human perceiving process and train the model to learn visual characteristics that may
influence human perceptive judgment. Then, a Random Forest (RF) algorithm [50], which
has been proven to have excellent performance in model fitting [51], was employed as our
regression model to judge the perceptual value from the InceptionV3 model confidence of
each class which relies on high-dimensional human perception characteristics.
Model training includes the training for the InceptionV3 model and RF model.
First, for the training of the InceptionV3 model, the Place Pulse 2.0 dataset was
sampled and discretized into different categories from six perceptual attributes. Followed
by a taxonomy that divides the perception scores into N levels with equal unit intervals
[bn , bn+1 ), n = (0, 1, . . . , N − 1) and each level is treated as a category. For example,
the images of perception scores fallen in the range [0,1] will be annotated as the same
category. The perception scores are scaled to a range from 0 to 10; consequently, we
obtained 10 perception categories. The label information was then fed into the InceptionV3
architecture for supervised training to classify any given street image into a perception
category. Specifically, for typical image i, we can obtain the prediction probability vector of
such classification from the softmax output of the InceptionV3 model as follows:
Pi = ( p1 , p2 , p3 , . . . , p N )

(4)

where pi indicates the probability that the image is predicted as category i.
Next, the similarity was analyzed across different probability vectors and perception
scores were calculated within the street view imagery through RF algorithm. For the
training of the RF model, the input features that we obtained from the InceptionV3 model
and the input labels that we calculated in Section 3.1 were fed into it. Specifically, the RF
model is composed of multiple CART regression trees. For a specific CART regression tree
i, its inputs also include features and labels coming from a random sampling of the input
data and the prediction results of the CART tree i can be modelled as follows:
Oic = CARTi (Pic , Lic )

(5)

Pic = [ P1 , P2 , P3 , . . . , PM ] T

(6)

Lic = [ L1 , L2 , L3 , . . . , L M ] T

(7)

where Pic , Lic presents the vector-matrix of input feature and the vector-matrix of input label
of CARTi , respectively. The final prediction result of the RF model is the mean of all the
predicted results of CART trees, i.e., predicted perceptual score, which can be defined as:
O RF =

1 n c
Oi
n i∑
=1

(8)

Finally, we employed the acquired Tencent street view images as the proxy for the
natural scene of case study areas to test the application effect of our method, utilized
the InceptionV3 model to extract the probability vectors of each perceptual category and
combined with the RF model to evaluate the human perception of target cities.
4.3. Linking Multi-Dimensional Factors to Perceptual Criteria
Ordonez et al. [22], Naik et al. [37] and Jacobs et al. [52] have proven that visual
elements, urban functional areas and socio-economic indicators are correlated with human
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perceptions. In order to explore their relevance to human perception evaluation and
significant factors on urban scene optimization, we linked multi-dimensional factors to
human perceptions of the case study areas.
4.3.1. Linking Visual Factors to Perceptual Criteria
Numerous works of literature [30,52,53] have proven that visual elements highly
contribute to human perceptions. To explore whether our model can use similar visual
cues to make similar judgement as humans do, we investigated the dependence between
human perceptions and visual elements used in multiple linear regression analysis. In
return, we can demonstrate the validity of our method by identifying driving factors from
the aspect of a visual element. Meanwhile, the analysis of visual elements is of great
significance in exploring visual factors in urban scene optimization. Figure 4 illustrates an
overview of the technical procedures carried out in this analysis. Here, in each of the six
independent analyses toward six different attributes, the perceptual scores are predicted
by our models and the visual element descriptors are calculated by using the segmentation
results extracted by the DeeplabV3+ model.

Figure 4. Multiple linear regression analysis between the perceptual scores and the visual elements.

First, to extract the street scene elements, we employed the state-of-the-art semantic
segmentation network DeepLabv3+ [54]. Specifically, we trained the DeepLabv3+ on the
ADE20K dataset to parse each acquired Tencent street view image for extracting visual
elements of the urban physical environment. ADE20K is a densely annotated dataset,
which spans a range of diversely annotated scenes, objects and parts of objects. By ranking
the pixel ratios of natural scene categories in the dataset, the top 150 categories were
selected to build a scene parsing benchmark of ADE20K [55]. Based on this, we believe that
the 150 categories can be taken as the basic visual objects influencing human perceptions
and we can completely extract the visual elements that have impacts on human perceptions
toward urban regions on street view scenes.
Next, we introduced the visual element descriptor for scene quantitative representation by utilizing the extracted visual elements. First, we defined the objecti to represent the
visual objects i of image I. Using this, we were able to define the φobjecti that represents the
areal proportion of the objecti in image I as:
φobjecti =

Countobjecti
Countsum I

(9)
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where Countobjecti denotes the number of pixel in objecti , Countsum I indicates the total
number of pixel in image I. Consequently, for typical image I, the visual element descriptor
D can be represented by the vector-matrix:
h
iT
D = φobject1 , φobject2 , φobject3 , . . . , φobject N

(10)

Finally, for a specific perceptual indicator u, taking the visual element descriptors as
independent variables and using the perception scores that our models predicted in the
case study areas as dependent variables, we can proceed for multiple linear regression
analysis. Using this, the multiple linear regression analysis model is as follows:
Yu = β 1 φobject1 + β 2 φobject2 + β 3 φobject3 + . . . + β N φobject N + ε = βD + ε

(11)

β = [ β1 , β2 , β3 , . . . , β N ]

(12)

where ε is an unobserved error term, the β is the regression coefficient matrix, which
indicates the quantitative relationship between independent variables and dependent
variables, but not the importance of the independent variables in the multiple linear
regression analysis models. To compare the contribution of each independent variable to
the perceptual indicator, the influence of the unit must be eliminated [56]. For this reason,
it is necessary to standardize the variable value when carrying out linear regression, that
is, the variable minus its mean and divided by its standard deviation estimation. The
standardized regression model can be defined as:
φobject2 − φobject2
φobject3 − φobject N
φobject1 − φobject1
Y−Y
= β∗1
+ β∗2
+ . . . + β∗n
+ ε (13)
σY
σφobject
σφobject
σφobject
1

2

β∗ = [ β∗1 , β∗2 , β∗3 , . . . , β∗N ]

N

(14)

∗

where the β denotes the standardized coefficient matrix. By doing this, the effect of
each visual element on model perception judgment could be measured by observing the
standardized coefficient β∗i of each independent variable. The larger the β∗i value, the
greater the influence on the dependent variable.
4.3.2. Linking POI-Based Factors to Perceptual Criteria
Human perceptions tend to align with the actual functional areas of the cities [26].
In addition, POI data contain abundant facility attribute information such as life service,
business and transportation facilities, which are often applied to study the classification
of urban functional areas [46]. Meanwhile, previous studies showed that POI is also
effective in urban space evaluations [57–59]. Inspired by their work, we assessed the effects
of multiple POIs on urban perceptions by multiple linear regression analysis to explore
whether human perception prediction of our models is consistent with facility attributes
around the adjacent street. Figure 5 presents an overview of the analytical approach in this
case. The analysis is conducted for each of the six perceptual attributes individually. For
each perceptual attribute analysis, the perceptual scores are evaluated by our models and
the POI categories distribution are calculated by counting the POI numbers.
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Figure 5. Multiple linear regression analysis between the perceptual scores and the POI data.

It is worth pointing out that urban street space is the focus of this study, so the category
and quantity of POI along the road network are the main aspects we concerned about. To
calculate the number of each category of POIs (shown in Table 1) along the urban street,
we served as the first step in extracting each POI category. Second, to analyze the POI
distribution along each side of the streets, we established a buffer zone in respect to both
sides of the road network to count the number of each POI category falling in the zone.
The geographical location, i.e., the latitude and longitude, is the pivot to link streets with
POI data. For a specific street s, let Ni , i = (1, 2, . . . , 21), represent the number of the i-th
POI category in the street, we calculated the frequency fi for the i-th POI category in the
street as follows:
N
fi = i
(15)
Ss
where the Ss represents the total number of POI in the street s. Accordingly, the POI
distribution matrix Vs of street s is denoted by:
Vs = [ f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f N ] T

(16)

The matrix Vs has the complete information which implies the spatial distribution
of POI in the street s. Using this, we took the POI distribution matrixes as independent
variables and using the perception scores that our models predicted as dependent variables
to proceed for multiple linear regression analysis. Thereafter, the contribution of different
independent variables to the dependent variables was compared by fitting the standardized
coefficient matrix β∗ (achieved in Equation (14)).
4.3.3. Linking Socio-Economic Indicator to Perceptual Criteria
The finding that urban physical appearance is correlated with the actual socio-economic
indicators has been reported in [22,37,60,61]. On one hand, urban perception not only can
help understand the built environment of the urban regions but also can identify areas
vulnerable to economic deprivation [18]. On the other hand, the literature [61] employed
street view imagery to evaluate the neighborhoods information to predict the properties
valuation. Based on these theories, the connection between the urban perception and the
housing prices is investigated, which aims to provide evidence of whether the urban physical environment influences socio-economic dimension and further assists in validating
urban perception predicted by our models can promote the optimization of urban space so
as to link housing prices in urban communities.
Firstly, we employed the administrative district as the quantifiable unit and spatially
joined the street lines and their average perception scores to the selected district.
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Secondly, we integrated the six perceptual scores into a comprehensive score to
allow better comparison with the housing prices data. Inspired by Gong’s work [62], we
introduced a correlation coefficient to determine the weight wi of six perceptual attributes
according to the interaction between different evaluation attributes. The weight wi is
defined as follows:
m

wi =

n

m

∑ rij / ∑ ∑ rij

j =1

(17)

i =1 j =1

n

∑ wi = 1

(18)

i =1

where rij describes the correlation coefficient between i-th and j-th perceptual indicators.
Thus, the multi-scale fusion score of perceptual attributes can be expressed as follows:
n

Fr =

∑ wi ∗ sri

(19)

i =1

where Fr represents the fusion score of administrative district r, sri is the score of i-th
perceptual indicator in administrative district r.
Finally, we used the fusion score Fr and the housing prices of the corresponding
administrative district to correlate human perceptions with the socio-economic indicator.
5. Experiment and Results
Three types of expereiments have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed framework. We first evaluated the perception prediction performance. Then,
we investigated the full-coverage spatial distribution map of human perceptions and the
correlation among all perceptions. Finally, the experiment of linking multi-dimensional
factors to perceptual criteria was implemented to explore the associations between human
perceptions and urban physical environment.
5.1. Modeling Human Perception Using Deep Learning
5.1.1. Dataset and Training Details
We trained our classification and regression models based on the dataset sampled
from Place Pulse 2.0 along with six perceptual metrics separately, using a single Nvidia
GTX 1070 graphics card. Specifically, we first trained the InceptionV3 model, which was
pre-trained on the ImageNet [63], with our dataset sampled from the Place Pulse 2.0 dataset.
Then, the probability vectors output by the InceptionV3 model and their corresponding
perception scores are fed into the RF model for training, as input features and input labels
respectively. The standardized approach used in the literature [64] has been followed to
present the results in Tables 2 and 3. Specificially, Table 2 reports the details of the DCNN
module and Table 3 shows the details of the dataset and regression algorithm.
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Table 2. Reporting the DCNN of this study used.
Metrics

Info

Data and DCNN
Name of DCNN used and
learning algorithm

Additional Info

InceptionV3, Supervised
BeP: Beautiful Perception
BoP: Boring Perception
DeP: Depressing Perception
LiP: Lively Perception
SaP: Safe Perception
WeP: Wealthy Perception

Number of instances: 3049 images of BeP; 3100 images
of BoP; 3323 images of DeP; 3630 images of LiP; 3259
images of SaP; 3340 images of WeP

Original dataset

Number of instances used and percentage of total
dataset: 2439 images of BeP, 80%; 2480 images of BoP,
80%; 2659 images of DeP, 80%; 2904 images of LiP, 80%;
2607 images of SaP, 80%; 2672 images of WeP, 80%
Number of instances used and percentage of total
dataset: 305 images of BeP, 10%; 310 images of BoP, 10%;
322 images of DeP, 10%; 363 images of LiP, 10%; 326
images of SaP, 10%; 334 images of WeP, 10%
Number of instances used and percentage of total
dataset: 305 images of BeP, 10%; 310 images of BoP, 10%;
322 images of DeP, 10%; 363 images of LiP, 10%; 326
images of SaP, 10%; 334 images of WeP, 10%
Cross Entropy
ReLU

Training dataset

Testing dataset

Validation dataset
Cost function
Activation function
Hyperparameters
Number of hidden layers
Learning rate
Mini-batch size
Number of steps

45
0.001
64
3000

Table 3. Reporting the regression algorithm of this study used.
Metrics
Data and Regression algorithm
Name of regression algorithm used and learning algorithm
Original dataset

Training dataset

Testing dataset
Hyperparameters
Cost function
n_estimators
max_depth
min_samples_leaf
min_samples_split
bootstrap

Info
Random Forest, Supervised
Number of probability vectors which InceptionV3 model output:
4228 images of BeP; 4327 images of BoP; 4588 images of DeP;
4967 images of LiP; 4424 images of SaP; 4626 images of WeP
Number of probability vectors used and percentage of total
dataset: 3049 images of BeP, 72%; 3100 images of BoP, 72%; 3323
images of DeP, 72%; 3630 images of LiP, 73%; 3259 images of SaP,
74%; 3340 images of WeP, 72%
Number of probability vectors used and percentage of total
dataset: 1179 images of BeP, 28%; 1227 images of BoP, 28%; 1265
images of DeP, 28%; 1337 images of LiP, 27%; 1165 images of SaP,
26%; 1286 images of WeP, 28%
Mean Square Error (MSE)
156
6
1
2
False
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5.1.2. Experiments Setting and Metrics
We experimented in respect to six perceptual metrics: beautiful, boring, depressing,
lively, safe and wealthy. In addition to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method and
verify the performance of the models used in this paper, we conducted several groups of
comparative experiments.
First, we compared our models with the state-of-the-art research of urban perception
on the Place Pulse 2.0 dataset reported by Zhang’s [26]. Specifically, Zhang’s framework
used DCNN to extract image features with training on the image features by using Radial
Basis Function (RBF) kernel SVM to formulate the human perception prediction problem
as a binary classification task. Then, the positive confidence of the SVM model was taken
as the value of the perception.
Next, we conducted an experiment using the InceptionV3 for regression task to
evaluate urban perception directly, to evaluate the effectiveness of the classification-thenregression strategy in this study.
Finally, various strategies were implemented to select a more effective way to modeling
human perceptions, i.e., to select a more effective classification way to extract the probability
vectors and feed them to the RF as input features. Specifically, because the perceptual
scores range from 0 to 10, we divided our datasets into two categories, five categories and
10 categories based on the interval of perception score to conduct experiments from six
perceptual attributes.
We conducted tests on each of the six perceptual models against the six perceptual
attributes. We employed the evaluation metrics commonly used in classification and regression tasks, i.e., the accuracy (ACC) for classification model and the mean square error (MSE),
the root mean square error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE) for the perception
prediction regression model. They are calculated using the following formulations:
ACC =

TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN

1 n
( y i − t i )2
n i∑
=1
s
1 n
RMSE =
( y i − t i )2
n i∑
=1
MSE =

MAE =

1 n
| yi − ti |
n i∑
=1

(20)
(21)

(22)

(23)

where TN represents the number of negative classes predicted as negative classes; TP is
the number of positive classes predicted as positive classes; FP is the number of negative
classes predicted as positive classes and FN is the number of positive classes predicted as
negative classes. The yi and ti indicate the model rating score and perceptual rating score
for each image, respectively, and n refers to the total number of samples.
5.1.3. Experimental Results and Discussion
The performance of the classification models is presented in Table 4. The results of the
perception models evaluated using different methods (MAE, MSE and RMSE) are shown in
Tables 5–7, respectively. In these tables, the “DCNN + SVM” refers to Zhang’s method, the
minor numbers in bracket indicate the number of categories the dataset has been divided,
e.g., “InceptionV3 (2)” refers to the experiment of dividing the dataset into two categories,
similarily for the “InceptionV3 (5)” and “InceptionV3 (10)” refer to ones with five and
10 categories. The models were validated using ten-fold cross-validation.
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Table 4. Performance of the classification models (ACC).
Perceptions
Methods
DCNN + SVM [26]
InceptionV3 (2)
InceptionV3 (5)
InceptionV3 (10)

Beautiful

Boring

70.1
74.8
33.0
19.8

65.7
68.0
31.0
18.4

Depressing Lively
70.6
71.5
26.8
21.3

74.6
76.4
34.5
21.2

Safe

Wealthy

70.3
80.1
42.5
23.6

67.9
73.3
32.3
19.1

Safe

Wealthy

Table 5. Performance of the perception models (MAE).
Perceptions
Methods
DCNN + SVM [26]
InceptionV3
InceptionV3 (2) + RF
InceptionV3 (5) + RF
InceptionV3 (10) +
RF (ours)

Beautiful

Boring

Depressing Lively

1.95
2.10
1.68
1.62

1.97
2.21
1.98
1.92

1.94
2.19
1.82
1.79

1.93
2.08
1.60
1.57

2.02
1.99
1.63
1.57

2.01
2.11
1.78
1.75

1.59

1.89

1.76

1.55

1.54

1.70

Safe

Wealthy

Table 6. Performance of the perception models (MSE).
Perceptions
Methods
DCNN + SVM [26]
InceptionV3
InceptionV3 (2) + RF
InceptionV3 (5) + RF
InceptionV3 (10) +
RF (ours)

Beautiful

Boring

Depressing Lively

6.08
6.00
4.49
3.99

6.27
6.59
5.93
5.52

6.30
6.50
5.11
4.81

5.96
5.79
4.19
3.89

6.28
5.39
4.25
3.90

6.42
6.05
4.98
4.73

3.84

5.39

4.69

3.74

3.72

4.45

Safe

Wealthy

Table 7. Performance of the perception models (RMSE).
Perceptions
Methods
DCNN + SVM [26]
InceptionV3
InceptionV3 (2) + RF
InceptionV3 (5) + RF
InceptionV3 (10) +
RF (ours)

Beautiful

Boring

Depressing Lively

2.47
2.45
2.12
2.00

2.50
2.57
2.44
2.35

2.51
2.55
2.26
2.19

2.44
2.41
2.05
1.97

2.51
2.32
2.06
1.98

2.53
2.46
2.23
2.17

1.96

2.32

2.16

1.93

1.93

2.11

As can be seen from the above results, using InceptionV3 to classify images into two
categories has the best classification effect, while classifying images into 10 has the worst
result. However, when the IncpetionV3 model is combined with RF algorithm, the one
with 10 classification tasks performed the best, in all evaluation matrics of MAE, MSE and
RMSE. In particular, as we can see from Tables 5–7, it has better performance than only
using InceptionV3 to evaluate human perception when we introduce the classification-thenregression strategy based on InceptionV3 and RF algorithm. Moreover, the performance
of our models is better than Zhang’s framework [26], which means our models are more
effective in evaluating urban perception. Further analysis of the performance of our
models, in the case with a maximum of a 10-point ceiling, our fitting error for the model
rating scores was, on average, within 2 points. This is a good indication of the feasibility
and effectiveness of our method by combining the probability vectors extracted from
the InceptionV3 model and the human perception of urban regions measured by the RF
algorithm. Furthermore, we can see that the human perceptions of “boring”, “depressing”
and “wealthy” had slightly higher errors than the “beautiful”, “lively” and “safe” ones.
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One possible reason behind this phenomenon may be interpreted as the variances of
people’s understanding of these concepts. This suggests that there is a relatively consistent
subjectivity with the terms “beautiful”, “lively” and “safe”, whilst there is inconsistency
with “boring”, “depressing” and “wealthy”. The insufficient number of comparisons
available for the latter three indicators might be another factor; for example, for the “safe”
perception, 7.67 comparisons per image on average were collected, but for the “boring”
perception, 2.40 comparisons per image on average were collected in Dubey’s work [17].
5.2. Perception Mapping in Case Study Areas
5.2.1. Full-Coverage Distribution Map of Human Perceptions
In this experiment, we constructed a city scale perception of selected areas of Beijing
and Chengdu to verify the effectiveness of the proposed models. We used a two-step
process to predict the perceptual distributions in new urban areas based on the probability
vectors embedded in the RF model. First, the perceptual scores of Beijing and Chengdu
were obtained by feeding street view images to our models, which rely on visual cues of
images. Then, we employed the street as the visualization unit, by aggregating all the
images into their corresponding streets to calculate the average perceptual scores. For a
more efficient observation of the perception maps, four classes were created by adopting
the method “Natural Breaks” to classify perceptual scores, which is a commonly used map
classification algorithm proposed by Jenks [65]. Figures 6 and 7 present the generated
urban perceptual spatial distribution maps. We applied the coloring schemes commonly
adopted in the discipline, i.e., cold colors indicate positive perceptions and warm colors
indicate negative ones.

Figure 6. Spatial distribution of the human perceptions with six perceptual attributes in Beijing.
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Figure 7. Spatial distribution of the human perceptions with six perceptual attributes in Chengdu.

As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the downtown areas are generally more “lively”, “safe”
and “wealthy”, but less “boring” and “depressing” compared with the outskirts. Moreover,
the ring road and highway are more “depressing” and “boring” than other types of roads.
As one can observe in Figure 6, there is a clear pattern that the northern zone of Beijing
has more positive perceptions than the southern zone. It is also apparent in Figure 7 that
the overall positive perception scores in the southern and western parts of Chengdu are
higher than in the northern and eastern parts. These results are consistent with the actual
situation of urban construction.
Histogram statistical distribution of human perception of Beijing and Chengdu were
further created to quantify the distribution of human perception evaluated by our models
at city scales. We employed the street perception scores of each street as the data for the
histogram analysis and the number of groups in the histogram is 10. Figures 8 and 9 present
the histogram analysis results of urban perceptual spatial distribution maps corresponding
to Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
As shown in Figures 8 and 9, although the histogram statistical results of different
perceptual dimensions vary, they all follow the normal distribution, which describes
a natural pattern of distribution. Figures 8 and 9 also show the distribution state of
perception results, including the distribution shape, center position and dispersion degree
of perception. It can be observed that the Std. Dev of the histogram distribution of
perception results in Chengdu was larger than that in Beijing irrespective of the perception
dimension. This result might be caused by variances in the development status of the two
cities. Beijing is more likely a developed city and its built environment tends to be more
mature, with less perception of high values and low values. Chengdu is a developing city;
many areas are still under development, or newly developed, which leads to their more
scattered perception results when compared to Beijing. The parameters of the histogram are
shown in Table 8, where N is the sample size, Mean is the mean value of sample data and
Std. Dev is the standard deviation of sample data, which describes the dispersion degree of
data distribution, i.e., the larger the Std. Dev, the more scattered the data distribution.
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Figure 8. Histogram distribution of human perceptions of Beijing.

Figure 9. Histogram distribution of human perceptions of Chengdu.
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Table 8. Performance of the perception models (RMSE).
N

Metrics
Perceptions
Beautiful
Boring
Depressing
Lively
Safe
Wealthy

Mean

Std. Dev

Beijing

Chengdu

Beijing

Chengdu

Beijing

Chengdu

8747
8747
8747
8747
8747
8747

8575
8575
8575
8575
8575
8575

4.5565
4.6564
4.8023
5.0510
4.6002
5.0489

4.6444
4.6942
4.9007
4.9993
4.7193
5.0709

0.8310
0.6342
0.7796
0.9593
0.8153
0.8391

0.9501
0.8065
0.9114
1.1172
0.9818
0.9433

5.2.2. Detailed Results for Specific Location
Figure 10 shows closer views of the spatial distribution of the human perceptions. In
Beijing, zone A is the ancient city area and consists of traditional Hutongs where there
may be full of old houses and narrow streets. Street view images of zone B, C and D
show that these regions are similar to the dilapidated village, rather than a city. This is
a reason why the zones were evaluated to be less beautiful, safe and wealthy. Instead,
zone E and G are the Beihai Park and the Summer Palace, respectively, which belong to
the ancient Chinese royal gardens. Zone F mainly covers Tsinghua University, which is
one of the top universities in China with a beautiful campus environment. Zone H is the
location of Beijing Sun Park, which is a comprehensive multi-functional arge scale cultural
recreational park mainly dominated by gardening and greening. It is reasonable that they
are predicted to be more beautiful. In Chengdu, zone A is near East Chengdu Railway
Station, where the streets take the form of traffic arteries and overpasses. The street view
images show zone B resembles a village, where many dilapidated buildings are near the
streets. Zone C is mainly where some logistics parks and agricultural markets are located,
billboards and cluttered goods are everywhere in these areas. Zone D is near Chengdu
Railway Station, the public facilities in this area have been built for a long time and the
facilities are seriously aging. In contrast, zone E, F, G and H are parks or tourist areas
with good greenery and environment. Therefore, zone A, B, C and D of Chengdu are
often predicted to have lower scores for positive perceptions, but zone E, F, G and H are
commonly evaluated with higher scores.

Figure 10. (A–H) Local analysis of the perceptual map, taking “beautiful” perception as an example
and the image represents an example of the corresponding zone.
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5.2.3. Correlation Analysis among Indicators
In order to further explore the correlation among the six perception indicators, we
conducted a crossover Pearson correlation analysis of the six attributes. The Pearson r is
mathematically represented as follows:

r XY

n


∑ Xi − X Yi − Y
s
= s i =1
n
2 n
2
∑ Xi − X
∑ Yi − Y
i =1

X=

(24)

i =1

1 n
1 n
Xi Y = ∑ Yi
∑
n i =1
n i =1

(25)

where Xi is the perceptual value of indicator X, similarly, Yi is the perceptual value of
indicator Y.
Figure 11 presents the resulting matrix of the Pearson correlation coefficients with
different perceptual attributes from Beijing and Chengdu. We noticed that “safe” perception
has highly positive correlations with “beautiful”, “lively” and “wealthy” perceptions,
while “lively” perception has strong negative correlations with “boring” and “depressing”
perceptions. Moreover, the “depressing” perception is negatively correlated with other
attribute perceptions except for “boring” perception. These results are reasonable and
consistent with our cognition.

Figure 11. Pearson correlation matrix among the six perceptions using data from Beijing and Chengdu.

5.3. Results of Linking Multi-Dimensional Factors to Perceptual Criteria
The strategy of linking multi-dimensional factors to perceptual criteria presented in
Section 4.3 is a feasible way to explore the significant impact factors on urban planning
optimization. In this section, we demonstrate this point by performing experiments on
associations in terms of the visual element, facility attribute and socio-economic indicator.
In the experiment of linking visual factors to perceptual criteria, the street view images
of Beijing and Chengdu as well as their perceptual scores were used and the results are
shown in Section 5.3.1. In the experiment of linking POI-based factors to perceptual criteria,
we employed the POI data as described in Section 3.3 and the perceptual scores of each
street predicted by our models, the results are presented in Section 5.3.2. In the experiment
of linking socio-economic indicator to perceptual criteria, we used the housing price data
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of the main administrative districts in Chengdu and the corresponding perception scores,
the results are described in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.1. Results of Linking Visual Factors to Perceptual Criteria
As shown in Figure 12, we present the results of visual element factor identification
based on the multiple linear regression analysis. The top five and bottom five object
categories out of the impactful 151 ones are ranked and listed in respect to all six perceptual
attributes, with a significance level of p < 0.01. In Figure 12, the length of the bar denotes the
value of the standardized coefficient to illustrate the contribution made by visual objects to
perceptual metrics in this experiment.

Figure 12. Results of the multiple linear regression analysis between the visual elements and the perception scores.

As one can observe in Figure 12, natural elements such as “tree”, “plant” and “grass”
are positively correlated with the “beautiful” perception. Plants can purify the air, beautify
the environment and add beauty to the urban environment and hence play a key role
in maintaining the urban ecological balance. This result aligns with Olmsted’s theory of
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integrating ecosystem into urban infrastructure [26]. Meanwhile, Ashihara concludes that
greenery brings a feeling of tranquility and peacefulness [66] and Perkins points out that the
personalization of property can make the street environment appear safer [67]. Consistent
with the theory, the “natural” objects and “car” category are both positive contributors
to “safe” perception. Moreover, we noticed that “road”, “sidewalk” and “car” categories
greatly contribute to the “lively” perception. This relationship is exactly in line with Jacobs’
conclusion of enhancing the liveliness of a city [50]. Meanwhile, “lively” and “wealthy”
categories tend to show a strong positive correlation in the urban perception, the “road”,
“sidewalk” and “car” categories also have a great positive contribution to the “wealthy”
perception. On the contrary, the “sky”, “bridge”, “signboard” and “wall” categories are
negatively correlated with almost all of the six perceptual dimensions, except for the two
negative indicators of “depressing” and “boring”. For example, the “sky” category is
positively correlated with the “depressing”, which may conflict with the common sense
that the ability to view the sky (open space) would make people less depressed. The
main reason is that the basic dataset for training our proposed model is the Place Pulse
dataset and the model tends to learn the pattern of the dataset. Specifically, there are a
large number of desolate landscape images with a large proportion of the sky, which are
rated high score in “depressing”. The correlation analysis among indicators presented in
Section 5.2.3 shows that the “depressing” perception is negatively correlated with other
attribute perceptions, except for “boring” perception; thus, the “sky” is also positively
correlated with the “boring”, but negatively correlated with other indicators. In addition,
the increase of the “wall” category is accompanied by the decreased permeability, blocked
vision and reduced sunlight; hence, it brings people a sense of closure [53], which tends to
be a negative element in almost all the six dimensions. The “bridge” and “signboard” are
negative elements in the positive indicators of urban perception, because they are mainly
represented by the crossroads or overpasses in the urban regions. These places mainly
serve for transportation, which tends to be perceived as “boring”.
In this experiment, we presented how we can use the multiple linear regression
analysis to assess the effects of visual factors on urban perceptions. To sum up, our results
provide evidence of the effectiveness of our models, which used similar visual cues to
make a judgement as human beings do. Later on, the sensitive visual factors can be further
applied to explore the significant visual factors in urban planning optimization.
5.3.2. Results of Linking POI-Based Factors to Perceptual Criteria
As shown in Figure 13, we present the results of POI-based factor identification
by using the multiple linear regression analysis. Most of the POI elements are positive
perceptions in urban space; therefore, for the six perceptual attributes in this paper, most
elements contribute to one side (positive or negative, i.e., there are usually less than five
elements that contribute to the other side). In order to make the display effect more regular
and unified, different from the result display of visual elements, the top 10 objects categories
out of the 21 affecting POI categories are ranked and listed according to all six perceptual
attributes, with a significance level of p < 0.01. The length of the bar represents the value of
the standardized coefficient, an indicator of the contribution of each POI category to the
perceptual metrics in this experiment.
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Figure 13. Results of the multiple linear regression analysis between the POI and the perception scores.

In Figure 13, we can observe that the contribution among these POI categories varies
between different perceptual metrics. For instance, the POI category of “Tourist Attraction”
is positively correlated with the “beautiful” perception, which is intuitively considered to
represent a higher level of beauty. Looking closer at the results, the “lively” perception
is most sensitive to the “Public Facility”, “Commercial House”, “Food & Beverage” and
other life functional facilities because they are indications of being more vivid. Moreover,
the positive contributors of “safe” and “wealthy” mainly come from commercial elements,
such as “Finance & Insurance Service”, “Shopping” and “Enterprises”, which symbolize
prosperity and wealth and tend to show a gorgeous and neat appearance in most cases.
Meanwhile, the chaos of the physical environment in a place, such as the poorly maintained
buildings and filthiness of streets, reduces the perception of a “safe” feeling [68–70]. In
contrast, a well-maintained appearance will enhance the sense of security of the human
subconscious, which will contribute to a place being perceived as “safe”. Regarding the
“Place Name & Address” and “Road Furniture”, they are negative objects in the four
positive perceptions, but are highly positively correlated with the two negative perceptions
“depressing” and “boring”. Because they are mainly represented by the urban expressway
entrance and exit, tunnel, overpass, toll gate and other traffic places, as well as the road
number information, etc., these sites tend to be considered to provide a sense of hollowness
and vapidity.
In this experiment, we presented how we can use the multiple linear regression
analysis to assess the effects of POI-based factors on urban perceptions. Consequently, this
case study complements the visual element analysis result and shows that our models
produced a great approximation to perceive the real experience in the urban physical space
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and indicates the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed method by considering
facility attribute information of POI. Moreover, the results of POI-based factor identification
can be possibly extended to work out which facility drives human to perceive a place as
“wealthy”, “beautiful” or other perceptual attributes to help urban planners to explore the
significant factors to make city optimization decision.
5.3.3. Results of Linking Socio-Economic Indicator to Perceptual Criteria
As shown in Figure 14, we took Chengdu as a case study and spatially joined the
street lines to its district. To make the study administrative district representative, the
district will be selected where most of its area is covered by the case study streets. Consequently, the selected districts cover the downtown area of Chengdu, mainly including five
administrative districts, namely, Qingyang, Jinjiang, Wuhou, Chenghua and Jinniu.

Figure 14. Case study area: Administrative districts of Chengdu in this study involved.
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Based on the perceptual scores of each street, we calculated the average scores of all
streets in its district to obtain the perceptual result of the corresponding district. Figure 15
presents the perceptual results of different administrative districts.

Figure 15. The perceptual result with six attributes of each administrative district in Chengdu.

According to Equation (17), where rij was calculated in Section 5.1.2 and the results
are shown in Figure 11, we obtained the weight wi i = (1,2, . . . , 6) as (0.416, −0.364, −0.460,
0.408, 0.503, 0.497), representing the weight of “beautiful”, “boring”, “depressing”, “lively”,
“safe” and “wealthy”, respectively. Consequently, the resulting comprehensive perceptual
scores of Chenghua, Jinjiang, Jinniu, Qingyang and Wuhou are 4.46, 5.47, 4.59, 6.03, 5.40,
respectively. A higher score indicates better space quality of the region.
Furthermore, we obtained the average housing prices provided by Anjuke in the
corresponding district on 15 June 2020, which were used to analyze the links between
the urban perception evaluation and its housing prices. The analysis results are shown
in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Results of comparison between perceptual scores and housing prices in the main administrative district of
Chengdu. Map (A) shows our predicted perceptual scores, map (B) shows housing price statistics and the mixed chart
(C) shows specific statistics of the perceptual score and housing price.

In Figure 16, there is a strong correlation between housing prices and perceptual
results. Furthermore, there is a strong positive Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.89
between our predicted human perceptions and housing prices, with a significance level
of p < 0.01. The results have shown that the urban physical environment also influences
a socio-economic dimension and further assists the validation of the optimization of the
urban built environment which can drive the improvement of community housing price.
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This also implies the application value of our method in predicting human perceptions of
a place.
6. Discussion
According to the experimental results demonstrated in Section 5, our proposed novel
classification-then-regression strategy can better mitigate the uncertainties of human perceptions and, thus, achieved higher performance than existing work for evaluating urban
perception in a more effective way. Moreover, the value of city scale data was further
explored by our data-enabled intelligence framework, which used street view images, POI
and housing prices data to analyze the links of the city scale data to urban perceptions.
We constructed a set of full-coverage spatial distribution maps of human perceptions
of two cities, namely, Beijing and Chengdu. These maps have many opportunities to
be utilized in a variety of ways. For research, urban researchers are able to further link
arge scale human perceptions of six perceptual dimensions in the urban physical space
and phenomena such as crime and economic deprivation. For planning, the maps of
urban perception can take urban planners and researchers one step forward towards the
understanding of the urban physical environment. It can also provide effective and readily
available data reference for city decision-maker in identifying the areas that need to be
optimized the most. In their daily lives, urban inhabitants and tourists can also benefit
from the perceptual distribution maps by observing the places which are more beautiful,
lively and safe in the city, so as to plan a more pleasant trips.
Meanwhile, by linking multi-dimensional factors to perceptual criteria using street
view images, POI and housing prices data to explore the associations between human
perceptions and city scale data. The results show that the visual elements and the facility
elements are strongly correlated with our urban perceptions. For example, our models
identified that the natural elements in the visual experience are always correlated with
positive perceptions, especially the “beautiful” perception; a wall is a negative element
in urban space, which is compatible with the literature in related fields. It is also clear
that most of POI elements are positive elements in the urban perceptions, the abundance
of POI elements reflects the facility status of a neighborhood, so neighborhoods with a
higher level of public functional facilities are more likely to bring positive perceptions.
In particular, the “lively” perception is most sensitive to those facilities such as “Public
Facility”, “Commercial House”, “Food & Beverage” and other life functional facilities. But
the facilities of “Place Name & Address” and “Road Furniture” are mainly represented
by the urban expressway entrance and exit, tunnel, overpass, toll gate and other traffic
places, as well as the road number information, etc., which means that they mainly serve
for public transportation and tends to bring a sense of hollowness and vapidity, thus
strongly contributing to negative perceptions. According to theese findings, these elements
can be planned in the urban renewal area. Moreover, results indicate that the urban
physical environment also influences a socio-economic dimension. In a city, where the built
environment of the community is better, the housing price tends to be higher.
Briefly, this paper proposed an efficient data-driven approach for urban researchers
and urban planners to better understand the built environment from a human perspective
and proposed better urban planning or renewal strategies and design to improve the urban
environment and promote urban studies.
The limitations of this work, which warrant our future works, are as follows: firstly,
although street view imagery can provide abundant visual information of the static physical
structures of urban appearance on almost every corner of urban streets, they do not cover
all areas of urban space. Areas in urban space such as campus, parks, square and scenic
spots also contribute greatly to human perceptions. With the rise of social media, a massive
amount of images recording the beautiful or unique scenes of a city are now accessible.
These can supplement the coverage of urban public space and can be considered and
applied in our future studies. Secondly, urban perception is not just about the existence of a
specific visual object, but also ties with local culture, which are affected by people’s cultural
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backgrounds. In future works, a local urban perception dataset from citizens who are
aware of the local cultural background should be established. Meanwhile, other complex
factors in the city should be considered in the urban perception, such as the economy,
geographical location, commodity prices, education, culture, history and climate. Hence,
our future work will extend our perception models to take more diverse data as input,
such as cell phone signaling data and demographics of the neighborhood. Finally, the
collection of street view images may not be able to keep up with changes in urban physical
appearance. This may cause errors at the time that the human perception of urban region
is quantified. These lagging issues should also be considered in future studies.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new data-enabled intelligence framework and approach
to automatically evaluate human perceptions of the urban region in respect to six perceptual
dimensions, namely, beautiful, boring, depressing, lively, safe and wealthy. Experimental
results demonstrated that our proposed framework is a cost-effective and accurate way
for predicting human perceptions of urban regions and can provide an efficient way to
improve the understanding of human perceptions of the urban physical environment.
Meanwhile, we conducted statistical analyses by linking multi-dimensional factors to
perceptual criteria using street view images, POI and housing prices data. The results
confirmed that the visual elements that may cause a place to be perceived as “beautiful”,
“depressing”, “lively”, etc., where natural elements always induce positive perceptions.
Meanwhile, the results also identified that human perception is significantly associated
with the public facility in urban space. Additionally, our result evidenced that the urban
perception also influences the housing prices of different neighborhoods in a city.
This work shows the value of employing machine learning methods to evaluate urban
space perception and demonstrates the value of city scale data to urban perceptions. Urban
perceptions were highly associated with both the visual elements—facility attributes and
a socio-economic dimensions—which provide a great potential to translate the evidence
obtained by our proposed framework to support for urban planners and researchers in
developing insights into the underlying interactions between the urban environment and
human perceptions. In future research, we will further consider human behavior in the
urban public space and integrate additional social sensing data into our frameworks, such
as human mobility, video in public space and public transport data.
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